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Before You Begin

Where I’ve Come From 
Brief History

1. How was your weight as a child? (under 12 years old):

Underweight Ideal Weight Somewhat Overweight Very overweight

2. How old were you when you first decided you had a weight problem?
1–7 years 13–19 30–39 50–59
8–12 20–29 40–49 over 60
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Before You Begin

Blessed are those whose strength is in you,
who have set their hearts on pilgrimage.
As they pass through the Valley of Baca,

they make it a place of springs;
the autumn rains also cover it with pools.

They go from strength to strength,
till each appears before God in Zion.

—Psalm 84:5–7

A promising new road beckons, inviting you on a journey to freedom—

freedom from concerns about food, eating, and your body. A great

adventure awaits where you will discover much about yourself and the one

who created you. God will be your guide on this journey, and He is present

and waiting to accompany you. The empowerment of His Holy Spirit is

already active and at work.

Before we get underway, let’s look at where you have been and where you

are today. To do that, we’ve provided the following questionnaire—“Where

I’ve Come From.” On Day Twenty-Nine you will complete this question-

naire again and compare it with the one you finish today. By that time you

will find yourself far from where you are today. We are sure the results will

astound you. God is an awesome God. Expect great things from our mighty

Lord. He won’t disappoint you.

Where I’ve Come From 
Brief History

1. How was your weight as a child? (under 12 years old):

Underweight Ideal Weight Somewhat Overweight Very overweight

2. How old were you when you first decided you had a weight problem?
1–7 years 13–19 30–39 50–59
8–12 20–29 40–49 over 60

xvi
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3. How frequently do you weigh yourself?

Once a day 2–5 times a week 2–5 times a month Very rarely

4. How was your father’s weight when you were young?

Underweight Ideal weight Somewhat overweight Very overweight

5. How was your mother’s weight when you were young?

Underweight Ideal weight Somewhat overweight Very overweight

On the following questions, circle the number that best applies:

6. How much of the time are you on a diet or sacrificing certain types of

foods?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

7. How frequently do you eat foods you really enjoy?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size God

designed you to be?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

10. Do you think you are aware of your body’s hunger and fullness signals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

Imagine that you had a fuel gauge for your stomach, much like that on a car,

which registered how empty or full you were: 

11. At what point on the gauge do you usually start eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed
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What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

15. Anorexia Nervosa

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

16. Bulimia

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

17. Disliking my body

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

18. Thinking too much about food

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

19. Snacking (between meals or at night)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

20. Alcoholic beverages

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

21. Cigarettes

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

22. Feeling guilty about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

23. Not caring at all about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem
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24. Eating out of stress or boredom

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

25. Social eating (parties, restaurants)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

In general, how do you rate your life in the following areas?

26. Health

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Excellent

27. Energy level

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

28. Physical activity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Sedentary Extremely Active

29. Productivity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

30. Job satisfaction (consider student or housewife as a job)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

31. Close relationships (friends)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

32. Family relationships

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

33. Sex life

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

34. Ability to speak up for what I want

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Difficult Easy
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35. Level of self-esteem

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High
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Free to Enjoy God’s Lavish Love
The LORD your God is with you,

he is mighty to save.
He will take great delight in you,
he will quiet you with his love,

he will rejoice over you with singing.
—Zephaniah 3:17
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✦ Have fun with this chart. Personalize it if you want, drawing lines

between each of your eating occasions. Do whatever best suits you—

use gold stars, stickers, or colored pens, knowing that every time you

make your special mark you’re a step farther down that road toward

becoming authentically thin within. As you progress you will notice

those keys you have diligently applied. Those that don’t have your spe-

cial mark beside them will require prayerful attention and application

in order to continue to progress. For example, after three days you

observe that you only sat down to eat twice and that was in the car. Due

to that observation you are now ready to correct and eat more con-

sciously by sitting down while eating.

Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 1

Observations Day 1

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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that you used. If there are empty boxes at the end of the day, that will

be an indication for you to pay more attention to that particular key.
✦ Have fun with this chart. Personalize it if you want, drawing lines

between each of your eating occasions. Do whatever best suits you—

use gold stars, stickers, or colored pens, knowing that every time you

make your special mark you’re a step farther down that road toward
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observe that you only sat down to eat twice and that was in the car. Due

to that observation you are now ready to correct and eat more con-

sciously by sitting down while eating.

Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 1

Thin Within Wisdom
It’s not what you eat; it’s when you eat and how much.
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sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 
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things my body enjoyed. 
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each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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Getting to Know the Me God Has Made
Even to your old age and gray hairs I am he,

I am he who will sustain you.
I have made you and I will carry you;

I will sustain you and I will rescue you.
—Isaiah 46:4
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On the following questions, circle the number that best applies.

1. I am comfortable with myself and my personality.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

2. I am optimistic that I can change.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

3. I have a tendency to put myself down or to call myself names.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

4. I try to make others happy and to meet their expectations of me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

5. I derail my own goals.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

6. I am self-conscious.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

7. I feel I deserve to be put down by others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

8. My heart feels empty.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

9. God is pleased with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

10. I am angry at God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

11. I feel that God is angry with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always
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On the following questions, circle the number that best applies.

1. I am comfortable with myself and my personality.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

2. I am optimistic that I can change.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

3. I have a tendency to put myself down or to call myself names.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

4. I try to make others happy and to meet their expectations of me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

5. I derail my own goals.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

6. I am self-conscious.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

7. I feel I deserve to be put down by others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

8. My heart feels empty.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

9. God is pleased with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

10. I am angry at God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

11. I feel that God is angry with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always
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12. God cares about how I feel.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

13. I feel that God is reliable and trustworthy in my life.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

14. I fear releasing my life completely to God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

15. God seems so distant.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

16. I think God cares about my body and food issues.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

17. I know God is there when I pray.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

18. I think God forgives me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

19. I feel that I can confide in God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

20. I am aware of how God sees me, and I live my life accordingly.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

21. I feel accepted and loved unconditionally by God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

22. I enjoy experiencing God’s presence when I pray.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always
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Hunger Scale
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The Hunger Scale Tool
One of the primary tools that we use in Thin Within is the Hunger Scale.

We illustrate the various levels of hunger that you will experience this way:

Hunger Scale

Remember that 0 is empty, 5 is comfortable, and 10 is stuffed. You know

what we mean by stuffed—Thanksgiving-aching-belly-have-to-lie-down-

on-the-sofa–can’t-eat-another-bite stuffed.

At Thin Within when we say that we eat only when we’re hungry and

stop when we’re comfortable, we mean 0 to 5 eating. There’s no such thing

as “I’m just a little bit hungry.” You’re either at a 0 or you’re not. If you’re

not, you may be at a 1 or higher. We encourage you to eat only when you

are clearly at 0. It’s really that simple.

We can remove the anxiety from our eating when we reduce it down to

this clear goal. Be encouraged that one of the things we’re going to do dur-

ing the next twenty-nine days is to help you bring your hunger numbers

into clear focus. It may take some time to accomplish this but it will hap-

pen. As you trust the body that God has given you, and listen to the signals

that it sends you, your hunger numbers will become much clearer.

You may be surprised at times to find that you’re thirsty rather than hun-

gry. What your body really wants is some cool, refreshing water. We highly

recommend God’s provision of water above any man-made beverage. Enjoy

it in abundance. Always remember that the first key to conscious eating is

eat only when your body is physically hungry—at a 0. If you consistently
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Hunger Scale
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✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink today.

Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 2

Observations Day 2

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink today.

Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 2

Thin Within Wisdom
God loves and accepts you just the way you are. You are precious to

Him!

Observations Day 2

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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Going for Godly Goals 
So we make it our goal to please him.

—2 Corinthians 5:9a
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And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are being trans-

formed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord,

who is the Spirit (2 Corinthians 3:18).

Prayer
Dear Lord, thank You that I can set godly goals and have Your strength to

draw on in order to accomplish them. I pray that You will help me perse-

vere. I want to bring You honor and to cause others to hunger and thirst

for You as they see Your glory reflected in me. In the name of Jesus, Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Wait until you are at a 0 before eating.
✦ If you are eating beyond your “comfort” level, then consider eating

one-half or one-third of your usual portion. Give yourself twenty

minutes to digest that amount of food and see if you aren’t at that

comfortable 5 on your hunger scale.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart today.
✦ You may refer to the bodometer process in Day Two as a way of deter-

mining your hunger level before you eat.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink today.

Medical Moment 
The health of Americans is suffering greatly because of an epidemic

that continues to escalate. The good news is that it is one hundred per-
cent preventable and one hundred percent curable. What is it? This
epidemic is overeating. The solution is eating the way a naturally thin
person eats, a person who is not obsessed with dieting and exercise.
We invite you to enter into this exciting approach as it works for every-
one. I can personally attest to this, having seen many of my patients
over the past eighteen years experience dramatic health improvements
after applying this “cure.”

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 3

Observations Day 3

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  F O U R

j

A Path of My Choosing
You have made known to me the path of life;

you will fill me with joy in your presence,
with eternal pleasures at your right hand.

—Psalm 16:11
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D A Y  F O U R

j

A Path of My Choosing
You have made known to me the path of life;

you will fill me with joy in your presence,
with eternal pleasures at your right hand.

—Psalm 16:11

God showers His love upon us—a love that is better than life. It is our

privilege to glorify and praise Him all the days we walk upon the earth.

In this we are filled with joy and find eternal pleasure in the presence of

Almighty God. No food can even begin to compare with the satisfaction

that comes from basking in His presence. No drink can quench the thirst of

the soul crying out for the Lord.

As the deer pants for streams of water, so my soul pants for you, O God. My

soul thirsts for God, for the living God. When can I go and meet with God?

(Psalm 42:1–2)

In spite of our own thirsting souls, we typically don’t cling to the Lord

moment by moment of every day. Although our wandering disrupts our

fellowship with Him, the breech in intimacy need not last long. Thank-

fully God has provided for our waywardness on our Thin Within journey

with the tool we call “observation and correction.” Many of our workshop

participants have found this simple principle to be life changing. Jenny

writes, “Grace fills my life now that I have learned that I don’t need to

punish myself for my mistakes. I can acknowledge my errors and then

accept the forgiveness that God offers, allowing His grace to wash over me

as I correct my behavior. It has revolutionized my approach to life and

obedience.”

Here is how this principle works. At any given point in time, you can

choose to note any behaviors, beliefs, and attitudes that haven’t worked for

you. For instance, upon reading the keys to conscious eating in Day One,

John decided that he would wait until he was definitely hungry before eat-

ing. On Day Two, however, he got up early and ate breakfast because he was

hungry, went to work and before he knew it had eaten several donuts from

36
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figure 4–1

or

or

Tool of Observation and Correction

Who will I choose to believe?

My choice will lead to . . .

The Holy Spirit
• Conviction
• Observation
• Corrective Suggestions

Peace, Joy, &
Abundant Life

Stewing, Denying,
Rebelling, or Striving

The World, Flesh, Devil

• Club of Condemnation

• Repeat Behavior
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and godly correction. In this place there is no self-condemnation (Romans

8:1). There is grace, abundant and free. John observes in the power of the

Holy Spirit and is convicted. He makes alterations to correct the behavior

(donut eating) that didn’t coincide with his goals of using the keys to con-

scious eating (eating only when hungry). Rather than think poorly of him-

self for what he did an hour ago, he identifies what he can do to avoid the

same behavior again. Then he simply changes his behavior, making these

corrections in the present moment.

It is simple—so simple that we often miss it. With observation and cor-

rection there is peace, joy, and abundant living. We walk in faith and in the

grace of God, not in our own ability to pull ourselves up by our bootstraps

or to whip ourselves into shape. We walk in dependence on God in each

present moment.

This is illustrated in figure 4-2. If you choose to allow the Holy Spirit to

bring conviction and apply the observation and correction tool, you will

find life is stabilized by the cross of Christ and covered by the canopy of

grace. You will look to God for provision for your needs. What would oth-

erwise be a life of extremes is now stabilized by the power of the Cross. It

becomes a life firmly planted in Christ, the Rock. We call this walking the

“path of God’s provision.” As we continue on this path, we may find our-

selves going two steps forward and one step back. However, without a

doubt, we are heading in the right direction. We are on the path to holiness

and the abundant life we have been given in Christ.

When you walk the path of God’s provision, your focus is on God. You

will experience the way in which He inspires, enables, and empowers you

every step of the way. It is a path on which we are being progressively con-

formed to the image of Christ. We rest in the fact that God knows we are

flawed, and we praise Him that He has provided the solution for our prob-

lem. He loves us so much and wants absolute intimacy with us. While we

were still sinners, Christ died for us (Romans 5:8).

On this path God’s canopy of grace shelters us during the storms of life

and shades us during those days when we experience fiery trials. If we

attempt to move out from under God’s protective covering, we quickly dis-

cover that life consists of frustration and striving and goes nowhere. As we

choose to surrender to God and His wonderful care for us, we experience

His peace and His sufficiency. We learn that He truly is satisfying, more than

the richest of foods. The perfecting power of the Holy Spirit works from the
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figure 4–2

What Jesus Did
What Jesus Paid
What Jesus Offers
What Jesus Desires

Acceptance  & Love

God Inspiring
God Enabling

God Equipping
God Empowering

Path of God’s Provision
(Two steps forward and one step back, but going the right direction)

Canopy of Grace
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who still has an influence even though he is a believer), or even Satan. These

voices will attempt to influence his behavior and decisions.

Rather than observe and correct, he might dwell on what he saw, con-

demn himself for it, rant and rave about it, deny it or eat even more because

of it. Rather than heeding the voice of the Spirit, which would bring godly

correction, John would allow the accuser to have his way. If he listens to the

world, his flesh, or the enemy, he may convince himself that everything is

going wrong in his life. As he strives harder and harder, his resentment

builds. He might even slip into all out rebellion. That is not a place he wants

to find himself. It certainly isn’t the abundant holy life we have been given

in Christ.

John may beat himself up emotionally. At Thin Within we call this get-

ting out the “club of condemnation.” In this place of failure, John is con-

vinced that if he had just “tried harder,” he would have succeeded. He may

end up thinking that he should just throw in the towel and accept defeat. If

he allows himself to get stuck, he will feel that the only way out is to turn

the keys to conscious eating into rigid rules, which they were never in-

tended to become, and when that doesn’t work he may swing to the other

extreme of no self-control, or license. This pendulum-swinging lifestyle is

reflected in what we call the “path of my performance.” Living this way is

falling into the trap of the legalist.

In this situation self is actually the focus rather than God. Even if the per-

son is a believer, he or she will think that the solution to any failure is to “try

harder.” This struggler is always searching for the next book, the next pro-

gram, the next church service, to find the “key” to success. What is missing,

of course, is the grace of God and the power of the Holy Spirit enabling us

to “observe and correct.”

The truth is, grace isn’t missing at all. It just hasn’t been fully embraced.

Those who find themselves in this predicament are like thirsty travelers

who are unaware of a nearby fountain of life-giving water. The legalist

swings from feeling good about her accomplishments on the one hand, to

realizing that she can’t keep up the pace on the other hand. Eventually she

just gives up altogether, seeing herself as a “failure.” Self-loathing sets in

and she wallows in guilt, self-condemnation, self-pity, and sin. Before

long, she goes out in search of another diet, another regimen, another set

of rules. This is illustrated in figure 4-3.
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figure 4–3

Self Life
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who still has an influence even though he is a believer), or even Satan. These

voices will attempt to influence his behavior and decisions.

Rather than observe and correct, he might dwell on what he saw, con-

demn himself for it, rant and rave about it, deny it or eat even more because
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correction, John would allow the accuser to have his way. If he listens to the
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builds. He might even slip into all out rebellion. That is not a place he wants

to find himself. It certainly isn’t the abundant holy life we have been given
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John may beat himself up emotionally. At Thin Within we call this get-

ting out the “club of condemnation.” In this place of failure, John is con-

vinced that if he had just “tried harder,” he would have succeeded. He may

end up thinking that he should just throw in the towel and accept defeat. If

he allows himself to get stuck, he will feel that the only way out is to turn

the keys to conscious eating into rigid rules, which they were never in-

tended to become, and when that doesn’t work he may swing to the other

extreme of no self-control, or license. This pendulum-swinging lifestyle is

reflected in what we call the “path of my performance.” Living this way is

falling into the trap of the legalist.

In this situation self is actually the focus rather than God. Even if the per-

son is a believer, he or she will think that the solution to any failure is to “try

harder.” This struggler is always searching for the next book, the next pro-

gram, the next church service, to find the “key” to success. What is missing,

of course, is the grace of God and the power of the Holy Spirit enabling us

to “observe and correct.”

The truth is, grace isn’t missing at all. It just hasn’t been fully embraced.

Those who find themselves in this predicament are like thirsty travelers

who are unaware of a nearby fountain of life-giving water. The legalist

swings from feeling good about her accomplishments on the one hand, to

realizing that she can’t keep up the pace on the other hand. Eventually she

just gives up altogether, seeing herself as a “failure.” Self-loathing sets in

and she wallows in guilt, self-condemnation, self-pity, and sin. Before

long, she goes out in search of another diet, another regimen, another set

of rules. This is illustrated in figure 4-3.
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figure 4–3
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Your Success Story
Record below any new insights while you were reading today.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Verses to Ponder
The LORD is my shepherd, I shall not be in want. He makes me lie down in

green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters, he restores my soul. He guides

me in paths of righteousness for his name’s sake (Psalm 23:1–3).

What You Have Observed How You Will Correct

Example:

1. I have just made my way through 

half a bag of Oreos after my stressful

day at work. I don’t feel any better than 

when I started. Now I am feeling 

depressed and even more stressed.

Example:

Next time I will put my feet up for 

a bit or take a hot bath. I could 

even try a 15-minute nap or a walk 

around the neighborhood.

2. I went to the buffet after church and 

ate too much and now I am stuffed. I 

always seem to do that when I go to the

buffet.

3. I just ate my way through two bags 

of microwave popcorn and I have no 

memory of it. The movie was great, but 

I always seem to bring out the food

when I turn on a video.

4. Whenever I go out to dinner with 

Barbara we eat a whole pizza together.

5. I went to my mom’s house and later 

realized I had snacked for the whole 

hour I was there.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 4

Observations Day 4

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Success Tools
✦ Wait until you are at a 0 before eating.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart.
✦ Use the bodometer process before you eat.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink.

Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 4

Thin Within Wisdom
Rejoice in the grace of our God.

Put away the club of condemnation.

Observations Day 4

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  F I V E

i

My Body, Fearfully and Wonderfully Made
Your hands shaped me and made me. . . .

You molded me like clay.
—Job 10:8–9
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 5

Observations Day 5

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 5

Thin Within Wisdom
Praise God for your body. It is fearfully and wonderfully made. You are

His masterpiece.

Observations Day 5

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  S I X

i

My Body, God’s Temple
He will be the sure foundation for your times,

a rich store of salvation and wisdom and knowledge.
—Isaiah 33:6
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Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
Before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
After Eating

0 Noon Peanuts (handful) 3
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Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Success Tools
✦ Wait until you are at a 0 before eating.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink today.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 6

Observations Day 6

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  S E V E N

i

My Body, God’s Restoration 
Underway

Trust in the LORD with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding;

in all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make your paths straight.

—Proverbs 3:5–6
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D A Y  S E V E N

i

My Body, God’s Restoration 
Underway

Trust in the LORD with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding;

in all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make your paths straight.

—Proverbs 3:5–6

W e have covered a lot of ground in a short time on our journey to free-

dom. We began by introducing the keys to conscious eating and the

observation and correction tool, and pray that you are experiencing joy in

eating this way. Remember God’s grace is abundant, His forgiveness is for-

ever freeing, and His love is never-ending.

If you stumble, go to God and let Him help you to observe, correct, and

move on down the path of His provision. Above all, don’t reach for the club

of condemnation. As writer F. Scott Fitzgerald said, “Never confuse a single

defeat with a final defeat.” No defeat need be final. We will speak more to

this issue on Day Ten.

Let’s review for a minute by looking at figure 7-1. As we noted on Day

Four, the person on the path of my performance is often lacking in confi-

dence regarding God’s love and acceptance. Although the person on this path

may be a believer and under the canopy of grace, he isn’t experiencing the

ongoing full benefits of that grace. He suffers from a lack of faith that keeps

him from moving forward. Caught between legalism and license, he never

really makes progress. He moves from having an overflow of confidence in

his own effort to being discouraged and feeling miserable.

The person on the path of God’s provision, as we have seen, may experi-

ence a “two steps forward and one back” movement, but the direction is set.

This person moves forward confident of God’s love and acceptance through

the cross of Christ. His or her life doesn’t reflect an “on again-off again”

experience, as the cross of Christ is a stabilizing force. His confidence is not

in his own flesh, but in God’s blessed provision. This person learns from her

64
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figure 7–1

Self Life

Path of My Performance
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Pendulum Swing    • Going Nowhere    • Confidence in Self

Holy Life

Path of God’s Provision
Two Steps Forward and One Back • Leading Toward the Holy Life • Confidence in God
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D A Y  S E V E N

i

My Body, God’s Restoration 
Underway

Trust in the LORD with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding;

in all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make your paths straight.

—Proverbs 3:5–6
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ever freeing, and His love is never-ending.
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Let’s review for a minute by looking at figure 7-1. As we noted on Day

Four, the person on the path of my performance is often lacking in confi-

dence regarding God’s love and acceptance. Although the person on this path

may be a believer and under the canopy of grace, he isn’t experiencing the

ongoing full benefits of that grace. He suffers from a lack of faith that keeps

him from moving forward. Caught between legalism and license, he never

really makes progress. He moves from having an overflow of confidence in

his own effort to being discouraged and feeling miserable.

The person on the path of God’s provision, as we have seen, may experi-

ence a “two steps forward and one back” movement, but the direction is set.

This person moves forward confident of God’s love and acceptance through

the cross of Christ. His or her life doesn’t reflect an “on again-off again”

experience, as the cross of Christ is a stabilizing force. His confidence is not

in his own flesh, but in God’s blessed provision. This person learns from her
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Exercise 7-1  Emotional Eating Exercise

Situation or
State of Mind

Angry

Bored

Overwhelmed

Tired

Sick

Depressed

Pretzels Standing in the kitchen 
stuffing mindlessly while  
slamming the cupboard doors.

Food or Drink Manner of Eating

Tense, anxious

Frustrated

Lonely, unloved

Unexpressed anger

Self-hate, disgust

Guilt

Procrastinating

Indecision

Feeling Insecure
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In order to receive the greatest benefit through this process, don’t analyze

to see if your answer is “correct.” Just record what comes to mind as you pic-

ture yourself experiencing each emotion. The same food or drink may come

to mind more than once. As you do this, simply observe and refrain from

self-condemnation. Remember, there is no condemnation for those who are

in Christ Jesus.

Exercise 7-1  Emotional Eating Exercise

Situation or
State of Mind

Angry

Bored

Overwhelmed

Tired

Sick

Depressed

Pretzels Standing in the kitchen 
stuffing mindlessly while  
slamming the cupboard doors.

Food or Drink Manner of Eating

Tense, anxious

Frustrated

Lonely, unloved

Unexpressed anger

Self-hate, disgust

Guilt

Procrastinating

Indecision

Feeling Insecure
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✦ Review what you have written. Do you notice any patterns or repeti-

tive behavior? Prayerfully take to God what you have observed in your

chart. Ask Him to help you face what you’ve discovered with honesty

and a commitment to change.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

✦ Now we will offer an extended list of reasons that trigger inappropri-

ate eating patterns.

Circle those that apply to you:

Reasons We Overeat

Worry-wart eating

Preventive eating (I might get hungry later so I’ll eat now)

Nervous nibbling

Tourist eating (it may be my last chance to have an exotic eclair)

Luxuriousness

Feeling secure

Family holidays

Remembering 
Mother

Remembering 
Father

Remembering 
any important
figure in your life

Excited

Having Fun

Reward

Busy
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Eating because it’s there, and I want it now

Eating out of happiness, sadness, etc.

Pleasing-the-hostess eating

Note that all of these responses come from our fat machinery rather than

our body’s hunger messages. It is a way we respond without heeding the

voice of the Spirit. We merely react. Why do we eat like this? Here are some

reasons that cause us to choose to eat when we aren’t hungry:

“I get weak if I don’t eat three meals a day.”

“I have to attend too many business lunches.”

“I come from a family of big eaters.”

“I’ve always been heavy.”

“Everyone in my family is overweight.”

“I could never stop eating just one scoop of ice cream.”

“I have to attend too many social events.”

“I am just big boned.”

“I need to reward myself.”

“When I am stressed, food makes me feel good.”

Each of these reasons, if allowed to go unchallenged, acts as a termite-

infested cedar beam in God’s temple. You would never want to build with

materials that weren’t what they appear to be on the outside. Eating for

such reasons will not uphold your desire to reflect God’s design for your

natural size. We must work with our Lord to release any “building blocks”

that aren’t made of the purest truth in Christ. Let’s get rid of second-rate

building materials that will not support His temple.

Turning Off Your Fat Machinery
Because you want to restore your temple with authentic, quality materi-

als, you must eradicate any false beliefs that perpetuate your fat machinery.

The next time you get upset and head for the refrigerator, knowing you’re

not at 0, ask yourself these three questions:

1. Am I really hungry?

2. What is my hunger number right now?

3. Do I want to “stuff” my feelings by eating?

✦ Wouldn’t it be better to take your unmet needs, emotions, and will-

fulness to the Lord in prayer? Asking these questions can help you to

experience progress as you head down this road of restoration. At
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✦ It can be a very enlightening experience to keep a log of your fat

machinery as it rears its ugly head. As you do this, you will become

aware of how fat machinery subtly filters into media, advertisements,

conversations, and thoughts. Maybe you find yourself going to and

from the kitchen looking for something to eat. Maybe your car auto-

matically seems to stop at your favorite ice-cream parlor every time

you try to drive by. Maybe thoughts of certain people make you want

to eat (for instance, when Thomas thinks of his friend, Ben, he thinks

of pizza.). Write down each experience as it occurs. Then ask yourself

what that incident has to do with 0 to 5 eating. The answer is nothing.
✦ If you are truly hungry, determine what would best satisfy you and

then eat or drink that to a comfortable 5 or less on the hunger scale.
✦ To uncover your fat machinery and switch it off, you can put up a few

signs on the refrigerator or cupboard to interrupt your unconscious

responses. Signs like “Am I really hungry?” or “Do I want to bury my

feelings by eating when I’m not hungry?” or “Do I really want to be

my natural God-given size?”

Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 7

Observations Day 7

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 7

Observations Day 7

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  E I G H T

i

Overcoming Obstacles to 
Restoration: Part 1

But as for you, be strong and do not give up,
for your work will be rewarded.

—2 Chronicles 15:7
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Making Choices
King Asa could have evaluated other possibilities for his predicament. He

wasn’t backed up against a wall, as he feared. He could have asked himself,

“Besides selling out, what other options do I have?” Likewise, the next time

you’re headed for that favorite ice-cream shop, ask yourself about other

options. In fact, let’s review the three questions we introduced yesterday,

and add a fourth one. These are the questions you can ask yourself when-

ever you notice your fat machinery kicking in.

1. Am I really hungry?

2. What is my hunger number right now?

3. Do I want to “stuff” my feelings by eating?

4. What other options do I have besides eating?

What could you choose to do that would serve you better than eating

when you are not truly hungry? You can turn to God in prayer, go for a walk,

read, go to a movie, call a friend, clean out your closet, write a letter, pick

flowers, read your Bible, take a nap. The list is endless.

List some creative options you could consider:

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Preplanning for Trials
We can preplan options before we are backed into a corner. If King Asa

had prepared a contingency “battle plan” in case of an enemy attack, he

would have more likely set aside any false beliefs, maintained his resolve,

and avoided his downfall. Consider situations that can cause you to turn to

food. Does it happen when the kids come home from school? When the

stock market is down? When you face a deadline at work? By anticipating

potential challenges, you can be prepared for the battle.

Take Action
✦ Take stock of the stressors in your life. In the chart below, identify sit-

uations that you may face in the future. For each, identify the emotion

or unworkable belief that may result from the situation. In the third

column, record a strategy that will honor your body instead of com-

promising your values (see example).
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Stressful
Situation

Emotions that 
Can Trigger 

Inappropriate Eating
Appropriate 

Godly Strategy

Planning for Trials Exercise

Mother in-law 
coming to visit

Anxiety; Inadequacy;
Feelings of being 
judged

Before she arrives, I 
will pray. Also, while 
she is here, I will 
journal before I eat.
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Your Success Story
Did you have any new feelings or ideas while you were reading today?

Please record them.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Verses to Ponder
Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give

yourselves fully to the work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in

the Lord is not in vain (1 Corinthians 15:58).

Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet

inwardly we are being renewed day by day. For our light and momentary trou-

bles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix

our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is tem-

porary, but what is unseen is eternal (2 Corinthians 4:16–18).

Prayer
Dear Lord, there have been times when I have struggled to hang in there

and remain strong. Help me to keep my eyes focused on You and the goal

ahead. Help me to identify and deal with any unworkable beliefs, circum-

stances, or rebelliousness in me that can trigger my fat machinery. I want

to continue to follow You all the days of my life. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Medical Moment
Emotions truly are connected with our eating. The entire digestive sys-

tem is under the direct control of the brain, starting with the smells of food
that are processed by a portion of the brain that also deals with emotions
and memory. This accounts for much of the psychology so strongly con-
nected with eating—like memories of your mother’s apple pies. Under-
standing this and dealing with your emotions from a godly perspective
will assist you on the path to freedom.

—Arthur Halliday, M.D.
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Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 8

Observations Day 8

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 8

Thin Within Wisdom
If you are not hungry, and you want to eat, your soul is crying out to

meet with God. Go to Him in prayer.

Observations Day 8

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  N I N E

i

Overcoming Obstacles to 
Restoration: Part 2

. . . and provide for those who grieve in Zion—
to bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes,

the oil of gladness instead of mourning,
and a garment of praise instead of a spirit of despair.

They will be called oaks of righteousness,
a planting of the LORD for the display of his splendor.

—Isaiah 61:3
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our weakness, He is made strong. He uses even this personal battle you are

experiencing and He will redeem it for His glory.

The psalmist wrote, Before I was afflicted I went astray, but now I obey

your word. You are good, and what you do is good (Psalm 119:67–68).

Joni Eareckson Tada, who had a diving accident as a youth that resulted

in her becoming a paraplegic, encourages us in her book When God Weeps:

“Before my paralysis, my hands reached for a lot of wrong things and my

feet took me into some bad places. After my paralysis, tempting choices

were scaled down considerably.

“God uses suffering to purge sin from our lives, strengthen our commit-

ment to Him, force us to depend on grace, bind us together with other believ-

ers, produce discernment, foster sensitivity, discipline our minds, spend our

time wisely, stretch our hope, cause us to know Christ better, make us long for

truth, lead us to repentance of sin, teach us to give thanks in times of sorrow,

increase faith, and strengthen character. It is a beautiful image.”2

This woman of God said she used to pray, “God just get me out of this

wheelchair.” Today she says, “If it weren’t for this wheelchair I wouldn’t be

used of God as I am today.” She gives glory to God for His purpose and

plans. What a great perspective she has. We too can be sure that whatever

life brings will be used of God to harmonize with His plan and purpose for

us. His intention is not to harm us but to help us prosper and to give us

hope and a future (Jeremiah 29:11). It may not be in this life that we real-

ize the full reality of this hope and future. It may be in eternity.

As we choose to believe that He turns our trials into something benefi-

cial for our growth, we can experience in a fresh way just how good He is.

We grow in the Spirit when we begin to understand His sovereignty and His

loving nature in all things. There is security in trusting Him, in believing

that He and His purposes are good. We can rest in Him, confident in His

love that will see us through the difficulties that challenge us.

Anita, a participant who released twenty pounds, said, “Through Thin

Within I came to see that the trials I had faced and the way I had chosen to

deal with them—by running to food—were actually God’s way of calling me

into closer fellowship with Him. When my food and eating problem became

desperate, I saw my need for a great deliverer. God has taken my trials and

hardships and used them to build my character and transform my life.”

Through prayer, we can catch a glimpse of God’s amazing purposes in

our lives. Let’s prayerfully investigate some of the ways He is conforming
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How I responded 
at the time

Challenging 
Experience

Blessings that I can 
see that have come 

as a result of the trial 

 The financial 
collapse of Thin 
Within in the 
1980s.

My life was in
shambles and I 
thought my world 
was going to end. 

Surrendered my life to 
Christ. Developed a thirst 
for God’s Word. The 
transformation and 
restoration of Thin 
Within mirrored my own 
life change and God has 
used it to reflect His glory.
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Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 8

Thin Within Wisdom
If you are not hungry, and you want to eat, your soul is crying out to

meet with God. Go to Him in prayer.

Observations Day 8

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  N I N E

i

Overcoming Obstacles to 
Restoration: Part 2

. . . and provide for those who grieve in Zion—
to bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes,

the oil of gladness instead of mourning,
and a garment of praise instead of a spirit of despair.

They will be called oaks of righteousness,
a planting of the LORD for the display of his splendor.

—Isaiah 61:3
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 8

Thin Within Wisdom
If you are not hungry, and you want to eat, your soul is crying out to

meet with God. Go to Him in prayer.

Observations Day 8

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  N I N E
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Overcoming Obstacles to 
Restoration: Part 2

. . . and provide for those who grieve in Zion—
to bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes,

the oil of gladness instead of mourning,
and a garment of praise instead of a spirit of despair.

They will be called oaks of righteousness,
a planting of the LORD for the display of his splendor.

—Isaiah 61:3
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to mature and grow in my trust in You. I want to believe that You will

take all the things that I face and work them out to be something benefi-

cial. Help me to lean on You Lord, and not on my own understanding. In

Your precious name I pray, Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Continue to keep the Fat Machinery Log. This is your last day.
✦ Continue to keep your food log with your hunger numbers.
✦ Continue marking your Thin Within Observations and Corrections

Chart.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.

Thin Within Wisdom
Often what I see isn’t all that my trials are about. I can take heart, know-

ing that God is about a bigger work.

Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 9

NOTES

1. Brennan Manning, The Ragamuffin Gospel (Sisters, Oregon: Multnomah Books, 2000), 74.
2. Joni Eareckson Tada and Steve Estes, When God Weeps—Why Our Sufferings Matter to the

Almighty (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1997), 117.

Observations Day 9

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  T E N

i

Building in the Present Moment
Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made perfect,

but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me.
Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it.

But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind 
and straining toward what is ahead,

I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God
has called me heavenwards in Christ Jesus.

—Philippians 3:12–14
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can allow these experiences to make us more like Christ. Let’s choose to live

in the present moment, discovering that God’s mercies are new every morn-

ing (Lamentations 3:22–23, NRSV).

Your Success Story
Record any new insights you had while reading today.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Verses to Ponder
Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us

throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let

us run with perseverance the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on

Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him

endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the

throne of God. Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so

that you will not grow weary and lose heart (Hebrews 12:1–3).

Therefore, since through God’s mercy we have this ministry, we do not lose

heart (2 Corinthians 4:1).

We do not want you to be uninformed, brothers, about the hardships we suf-

fered in the province of Asia. We were under great pressure, far beyond our

ability to endure, so that we despaired even of life. Indeed, in our hearts we felt

the sentence of death. But this happened that we might not rely on ourselves

but on God, who raises the dead. He has delivered us from such a deadly peril,

and he will deliver us. On him we have set our hope that he will continue to

deliver us (2 Corinthians 1:8–10).

Prayer
Dear Lord, I pray that by the power of Your Holy Spirit, I will allow You

to pick up the pieces when I fail. So often I beat myself up, thinking that

I have failed You and pushed You too far. Forgive me, Lord, for doubt-

ing Your boundless love. I pray that I might learn from my mistakes and

live in present time to honor, obey, and exalt You. In the name of Jesus,

Amen.
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Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 10

Observations Day 10

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  E L E V E N

i

Removal of the Rubble
Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s mighty hand,

that he may lift you up in due time.
Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.

Be self-controlled and alert.
Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion 

looking for someone to devour.
Resist him, standing firm in the faith.

—1 Peter 5:6–9a
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As we surrender ourselves to Him we experience the joy and abundance

of a life lived on the edge of adventure. We won’t know what comes next,

but His provision supplies and equips us for everything to which He calls

us. He empowers us to run the race with endurance. We can live in peace,

knowing that our lives belong to God, that we are His responsibility. This is

true freedom.

God never intends to leave us wounded after He chastens us. Nor does he

specifically set out to break our will. He does, however, in all His mercy,

allow a measure of suffering so that we will turn to Him and live for His

purposes.

In one of his great devotional books, Ken Gire quotes Haddon Robinson,

sharing a story about how a shepherd will break the leg of a perpetually

wandering sheep. He does this for the purposes of teaching the sheep to stay

close by and stop wandering. Mr. Robinson’s story concludes, “Many feel

that it is an act of cruelty for a shepherd to break the leg of a poor, defense-

less sheep. It seems hard-hearted, almost vicious, until you understand the

shepherd’s heart. Then you realize that what seems to be cruelty is really

kindness. The shepherd knows that the sheep must remain close to him if

he is to be protected from danger. So he breaks its leg, not to hurt it, but to

restore it.”2

God’s word makes it clear that our bodies are not our own and at

times drastic measures drive this point home. Nancy, a Thin Within par-

ticipant, reports that God finally got her attention when she really did

break her leg and dislocate her ankle. She realized in a new way that she

wasn’t as much in control of her life as she had previously believed. She

sensed, too, that God wanted her attention so He could point out that

she had been turning to food rather than to Him for comfort. As she lay

in bed, unable to move without using crutches or a wheelchair, Nancy

realized that it was now a lot more trouble to run to the refrigerator. As

she turned to the Lord, she released weight effortlessly, even though she

was immobile. God met her in that place. The breaking, while painful,

was worthwhile.

“This is my body and I can do with it as I please” is a lie that is now

exposed by the light of God’s Word. Has this lie been pervasive in your life?

Once you see the truth, the reasons you eat when you’re not hungry may

not suddenly disappear, but they will eventually lose their allure.
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Take Action
✦ In the chart below indicate which of the lies you have believed. Then

using the Bible verse that is listed in the “God’s Truth” column, restate

the truth about that lie. An example has been done for you.

Isn’t it amazing how lies can subtly invade our thoughts and become

part of our lives? Our Enemy accuses us night and day before the throne of

The Lie 

I Have 
Believed 
This Lie 

I Have Not 
Believed
This Lie God’s Truth 

Example:
I can eat as much as want 
whenever I want it. 

My body is not my own. 
I was bought with a price. 
I am to honor God with 
my body. (1 Corinthians 
6:19–20)

X

Your turn:
I can eat as much as I want 
whenever I want it.

(Ephesians 5:3; 
Proverbs 23:20–21)

God doesn’t care about my 
body size or condition.

(Isaiah 40:27)

Eating when I am not hungry 
isn’t important to God.

(James 5:5)

Eating more than my body 
needs doesn’t result in health 
or emotional problems. 

(Proverbs 23:1–3)

The joy I get from eating is 
worth any suffering that 
happens as a result.

(Philippians 4:4)

I will worry about getting 
control of my eating when 
things aren’t so crazy or hectic. 

(James 4:13–15)

There is no way anyone can 
lose weight without cutting 
out all fat in their foods and 
working out vigorously at 
least six times a week.

(1 Corinthians 6:12) 
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Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Success Tools
✦ Use the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Continue to use the Fat Machinery Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating every time you choose

to eat or drink today.

Fat Machinery
in Me

Fat Machinery
from Others

Fat Machinery
from Media

Fat Machinery Log

Below, record any of your personal fat machinery (“I paid for it so I should 
eat all of it”), from others (“You have to clean your plate”), and from the 
media (“Feed the Need”). As you observe and correct your fat machinery 
you will be amazed at the changes that will occur in your eating patterns.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 11

Observations Day 11

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Furnishing the Halls of the Mind
Those who carried materials did their work with 

one hand and held a weapon in the other,
and each of the builders wore his sword at his side as he worked.

—Nehemiah 4:17b–18a
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figure 12–1

Self Life

Path of My Performance

LicenseLegalism

Pendulum Swing    • Going Nowhere    • Confidence in Self

Holy Life

His Will
His Power

His Plan

His Spirit

Path of God’s Provision
Two Steps Forward and One Back • Leading Toward the Holy Life • Confidence in God

Canopy of Grace

My Plan
My Will

My Flesh
My Control
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Anderson, author of Victory Over Darkness, puts it, “The grace to let go and

let God be God flows from trust in His boundless love.”5

Take Action
✦ In the chart below, use an X to identify whether each thought goes 

along with the law or goes along with grace.  

Thought Law Grace

1. I am hungry now, but I ate
too much at lunch. I better not
eat now.

2. I am hungry now, but I can
choose to wait until my lunch
date with Donna to eat.

3. I just ate a small bowl of
cereal. Am I past a 5? Oh shoot,
I think I am past a 5. Shucks. I
know I am past a 5. I blew it!

4. I need an abundance of
carbohydrates, fats and protein
each day, so even though I am
not hungry, I better be sure to
eat something right now.

5. That’s funny. I just ate a
small meal two hours ago. I
know I am at a zero. I better
not eat, though. I could never
lose weight if I did that.

6. I love being able to eat
chocolate again if I choose or
leave it if I choose.

7. If I eat to a 6 I have blown
my Thin Within eating
program.
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Answers are on the following page.

Anderson, author of Victory Over Darkness, puts it, “The grace to let go and

let God be God flows from trust in His boundless love.”5

Take Action
✦ In the chart below, use an X to identify whether each thought goes 

along with the law or goes along with grace.  

Thought Law Grace

1. I am hungry now, but I ate
too much at lunch. I better not
eat now.

2. I am hungry now, but I can
choose to wait until my lunch
date with Donna to eat.

3. I just ate a small bowl of
cereal. Am I past a 5? Oh shoot,
I think I am past a 5. Shucks. I
know I am past a 5. I blew it!

4. I need an abundance of
carbohydrates, fats and protein
each day, so even though I am
not hungry, I better be sure to
eat something right now.

5. That’s funny. I just ate a
small meal two hours ago. I
know I am at a zero. I better
not eat, though. I could never
lose weight if I did that.

6. I love being able to eat
chocolate again if I choose or
leave it if I choose.

7. If I eat to a 6 I have blown
my Thin Within eating
program.
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to return to the bondage of food or eating laws. I want to trust You and

Your word more completely. I pray that I will lean on You and not on my

own understanding as I walk in obedience under the grace You have so

freely given. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating today.

Thin Within Wisdom
The path of God’s provision is a path of freedom.

Medical Moment
Dissemination of medical information has never been more wide-

spread than at the present time through journals, books, health newslet-
ters, magazines, newspapers, and the Internet. What is perhaps not well
appreciated is that there is a rapid turnover in medical “facts.”
Approximately fifty percent of what we believe today will turn out not to
be true five years from now. It is therefore important that we avoid cling-
ing to outmoded ideas or accepting as fact something that does not stand
up to scientific scrutiny. And while it is always wise to be open to new
ideas relating to health and fitness, it is also very wise to be cautious of
“far-out” solutions to our problems. Nowhere is this more important than
in the “health industry” where many strange and even bizarre “miracle
cures” appear weekly. The focus of any weight-management program
should be on our internal physical, emotional, and spiritual health, which
in turn will be manifested externally in a body that reflects the glory of
God.

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 12

Observations Day 12

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Answers to the Law and Grace Exercise:
1. Law

2. Grace

3. Law

4. Law

5. Law

6. Grace

7. Law
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to return to the bondage of food or eating laws. I want to trust You and

Your word more completely. I pray that I will lean on You and not on my

own understanding as I walk in obedience under the grace You have so

freely given. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating today.

Thin Within Wisdom
The path of God’s provision is a path of freedom.

Medical Moment
Dissemination of medical information has never been more wide-

spread than at the present time through journals, books, health newslet-
ters, magazines, newspapers, and the Internet. What is perhaps not well
appreciated is that there is a rapid turnover in medical “facts.”
Approximately fifty percent of what we believe today will turn out not to
be true five years from now. It is therefore important that we avoid cling-
ing to outmoded ideas or accepting as fact something that does not stand
up to scientific scrutiny. And while it is always wise to be open to new
ideas relating to health and fitness, it is also very wise to be cautious of
“far-out” solutions to our problems. Nowhere is this more important than
in the “health industry” where many strange and even bizarre “miracle
cures” appear weekly. The focus of any weight-management program
should be on our internal physical, emotional, and spiritual health, which
in turn will be manifested externally in a body that reflects the glory of
God.

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 12

Observations Day 12

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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NOTES

1. Brennan Manning, The Ragamuffin Gospel (Sisters, Oregon: Multnomah Books, 2000),
74.

2. ibid, 138.
3. Kay Arthur, Lord, I Need Grace to Make It © 1989 Kay Arthur.
4. John F. Strombeck, Grace and Truth (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Kregel Publications, 1991),

76–77.
5. Neil Anderson, Victory Over Darkness, © 2000. Regal Books. Used by permission.
6. Mark TeVogt as quoted in pamphlet, Who I Am in Christ, (Cincinnati, Ohio: Christian

Information Committee, 2000), 1–3.

Answers to the Law and Grace Exercise:
1. Law

2. Grace

3. Law

4. Law

5. Law

6. Grace

7. Law
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Wind Beneath My Wings
You yourselves have seen what I did to Egypt,

and how I carried you on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself.
—Exodus 19:4

Once you have tasted the sky,
You will walk the earth with your eyes skyward.

For you have been there,
And there, you will return.

—Leonardo da Vinci
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We now need to practice taking our every thought captive (2 Corinthians

10:5). In the past our runaway thoughts led us to think about and lust for

food even when we weren’t hungry. Now we will be very attentive to what

we are thinking moment by moment because it is clear that our previous

eating habits literally bore fruit for death through high blood pressure, dia-

betes, heart disease, and other similar maladies. Dieting laws or messages

from our culture have loudly proclaimed that our worth is determined by

our appearance, fueling the very beliefs that result in inappropriate eating.

Thankfully we have been released from the laws of the past.

But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released from the

law so that we serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the

written code (Romans 7:6).

Paul says, “We have been released from the law.” It is something that has

been done. Past tense. We don’t need to await the freedom. We have it. We

can live in the Spirit now, today, this minute. Why do we at times resist wait-

ing until we reach that 0 or insist on eating beyond 5? Why do we eat when

we are not hungry? Let’s look at the apostle Paul’s rendering of the battle

that we face:

I do not understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what

I hate I do (Romans 7:15).

William Well-Meaning identifies with this battle. He wakes up, ready to

start his day with his Bible, his Thin Within book, and his journal. He prays,

studies, reads, and after a wonderful time of fellowship and communion

with the Lord, he heads off to work, having promised the Lord that today

will be different. Today he will give his body to God and live for Him. Today

he will eat 0 to 5, being fully convinced that this will honor the Lord. Then

what? William Well-Meaning, before he knows it, finds himself snacking on

one thing or another, ultimately realizing that he is walking in the flesh. The

very thing he didn’t want to do, the very thing he hates is what he finds

himself doing.

The apostle Paul loved the Lord very much and was used by Him in a

mighty way. Yet he confessed a similar struggle:

I know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my flesh. For I have the desire

to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out. For what I do is not the good I want

to do; no, the evil I do not want to do—this I keep on doing (Romans 7:18–19).

Paul reverted from the Spirit back to the flesh or the law. Can you iden-

tify with this struggle? Perhaps like William Well-Meaning you have been

132 T H I N  W I T H I N
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figure 13–1

Self Life

Path of My Performance

LicenseLegalism

Produces False-Self • Self-Preoccupation • No Peace, Power, & Pardon • Immature Walk with God

Holy Life

Path of God’s Provision
Produces Authenticity • Worship & Praise • Peace, Power, & Pardon • Mature Walk

Canopy of Grace

My Will
My Ways

My Desires
Self-Confidence

Selfish Life

God’s Will
God’s Ways

God’s Desires
God’s Confidence

Observation

Correction
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 13

Observations Day 13

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 13

Observations Day 13

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Choosing to Build on Truth
He has made perfect forever those who are being made holy.

—Hebrews 10:14b
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figure 14–1

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)

“I am Spread wings.
Flight!

an eagle.” Step off cliff.
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figure 14–2

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)

Ephesians 1:4; Hebrews 10:10 Romans 8:13 Revelation 22:11

Christ in you, the hope of glory.
Colossians 1:27

“I am chosen Obedience with Food
Holy Living!

for holiness.” 0–5 Eating
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much you eat. You will find your food choices will change and your selec-

tions will become wiser and healthier as you progress on the path of God’s

provision.

We also recommend that you remain flexible. For instance, today you

may consider bacon and eggs to be your perfect breakfast and you feel ener-

gized after eating it. Yet, if ever you don’t enjoy it as much or it begins to be

disagreeable in some way, be creative and make a change. If you want to

have an enchilada for breakfast, go for it. Be creative. Remember you are

free to eat what you enjoy.
✦ Be willing.

How are you feeling with regard to food at this point? If God were to

make it clear that He wanted you to give up even more food, would you be

willing to do so? Are you willing to share your food with others? Are you

willing to cut your food in half portions? 

Rebecca, a Thin Within participant who continues to release weight,

writes, “I’ve had to accept the fact that I have a low metabolism and my

body requires very little food. It’s been painful but enlightening to realize

that I don’t need to eat three full meals a day.”

As part of her maturing process, Rebecca had to be willing to hear God’s

voice and not insist on her “right” to three meals a day. It can be very chal-

lenging to break away from old beliefs, walk in the newness of the Spirit

within and be obedient to the call of Christ. However, it is a challenge we

must be willing to meet if we are to experience the abundant blessings of

peace and joy that come from the Spirit-led life. Once Rebecca believed that

God’s grace was sufficient—even when she longed to eat more—she began

to release weight and was well on the way to becoming her natural God-

given size.
✦ Be faithful.

Romans 14:23 says, “Everything that does not come from faith is sin.”

Being Spirit-led gives us the freedom to develop sensitivity and experience

joy in listening to His voice moment by moment There is peace in knowing

who we are in Christ, and there is confidence and rest for our souls when

we surrender our will to a holy God.

This is what the LORD says: “Stand at the crossroads and look; ask for the

ancient paths, ask where the good way is, and walk in it, and you will find rest

for your souls” (Jeremiah 6:16).

As you offer your body as a living sacrifice and practice 0 to 5 eating, the
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figure 14–3

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)

Hardened Heart Resists the Work of God

“I will never be Eating more Remain
my natural size.” than I need. overweight.
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figure 14–5

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)
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figure 14–4

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)

Hardened Heart Resists the Work of God
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figure 14–5

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)
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figure 14–4

God Inspires
with His Word

(Psalms 107:20–22)

God Equips
with the Holy Spirit

(John 20:21–22)

God Empowers
with His amazing Grace

(Acts 4:33)

Hardened Heart Resists the Work of God
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Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Prayer
Dear Lord, thank You that as a believer in Christ I have a new Spirit

within and that I can walk confidently under Your provision of amazing

grace. I praise You, Lord, that Your grace is not conditional nor is it based

on my performance but on Your provision. Help me to regard Your gift

with gratitude and praise. I choose to believe You, Lord, and the truth of

Your Word that You have given me power in Christ to tear down strong-

holds—those things that have a strong hold on my thoughts and my

actions. I look forward to the results that You are working out in me

through Your Holy Spirit. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Success Tools
Tomorrow you will be preparing a special meal to be enjoyed using all of

the keys to conscious eating. You may want to glance ahead to see how you

can best prepare for tomorrow’s activity.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating every time you choose

to eat or drink today.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 14

Observations Day 14

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Prevailing in the Pardon, Provision, 
Presence, and Power of God

Here I am! I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,

I will come in and eat with him,
and he with me.

—Revelation 3:20
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✦ If you have any additional thoughts or observations about your con-

scious meal experience, jot them down in the space below.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

✦ Were you able to maintain 0 to 5 eating during this meal? Did you

overeat?

___________________________________________________________

God is with us each and every moment of our lives. Eating, singing,

walking, playing, driving, bathing, and working all can be joyful and wor-

shipful experiences. Paul said whatever we do should be done to the glory

Key 

Did I use 
this key?

Yes or No 

Thoughts about how 
this key affected 

my meal experience 

1. Eat only when my body
is hungry.

3. Eat when I am sitting.

4. Eat only when my mind
and body are relaxed.

5. Eat and drink the food
and beverages that I enjoy.

6. Pay attention to my
food while eating.

7. Eat slowly, savoring each
bite.

8. Stop before my body is
full.

2. Reduce the number of
distractions to eat in a
calm environment
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✦ If you have any additional thoughts or observations about your con-
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6. Pay attention to my
food while eating.

7. Eat slowly, savoring each
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8. Stop before my body is
full.

2. Reduce the number of
distractions to eat in a
calm environment
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Success Tools
✦ Continue keeping your food log, marking your hunger numbers.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.

Thin Within Wisdom
The wonderful experience of your “perfect meal” can be recaptured each

and every time you sit down to eat. Why not make the Lord a part of each

meal today?

NOTE

1. Excerpted from Enjoying the Presence of God by Jan Johnson © 1996. Used by permission
of NavPress Publishing Group. www.navpress.com. All rights reserved.

Medical Moment
Most of my efforts as a practicing physician have been spent attempt-

ing to correct things that have been “broken.” How much more rewarding
it is, however, to focus on maintaining these wonderfully made bodies in
proper working order and so to minimize the “breakdowns.” How many
times over the years has a patient said to me, “Why didn’t I take better
care of myself?” or “Why didn’t I do something about this before I got
sick?” Many of the conditions responsible for the most morbidity and mor-
tality in this country—hypertension, heart disease, strokes, diabetes, and
many degenerative and malignant disease—are either caused by or
aggravated by our lifestyle habits. Some of the ills of humanity are be-
yond our control, but much human misery is man-made. We are each
called to responsible stewardship for the gift of our bodies. Thin Within
was developed and is offered to you to help you be a responsible and
a faithful steward of your body, which is God’s temple.

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 15

Observations Day 15

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  S I X T E E N

i

Victorious over Adversaries
Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s mighty hand,

that he may lift you up in due time.
Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.

Be self-controlled and alert.
Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion 

looking for someone to devour.
Resist him, standing firm in the faith.

—1 Peter 5:6–9a
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 16

Observations Day 16

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  S E V E N T E E N

i

The Grandeur of Gratitude
Give thanks in all circumstances,

for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus.
—1 Thessalonians 5:18
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D A Y  S E V E N T E E N

i

The Grandeur of Gratitude
Give thanks in all circumstances,

for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus.
—1 Thessalonians 5:18

W ith thankful hearts we enjoy the pardon, power, presence, and provision

of our God and king who is with us constantly. During Day Fifteen you

were encouraged to invite the Lord into your meal experience as He infused

even the mundane with His joy, His peace, His power, and His love.

Yesterday we discovered how significant past events can affect the pres-

ent moment. We urged you to remain conscious of this in your approach to

food and your body.

If the truths we have been sharing with you have been challenging, we

understand and ask you to turn your eyes toward Him and allow the Holy

Spirit to minister to your soul (John 14:26).

It was before you “got it all together” that Jesus gave His life for you

(Romans 5:8). He ordained that you would belong to Him before the cre-

ation of the earth (Ephesians 1:4). Even when your mistakes were on his

shoulders, your shame weighing on his mind, even then He chose to love

you (Luke 23:34).

No matter what, you can climb up into your Heavenly Abba’s lap and lis-

ten to Him sing to you with delight (Zephaniah 3:17). In Isaiah 40:11, we

are told that He tends us like a shepherd and that He gathers us to his chest

in an affirmation of His tender love. Rest in His embrace.

With so great a saving grace, with so unfathomable a love, with so tender

a mercy, what, then, shall we say in response to this (Romans 8:31)? We can

only stand in humble awe and amazement.

This is the one to whom we bow.

This is the one we worship.

This is the one to whom we offer our praise and our thanks.

Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and peti-

tion, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God,

172
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figure 17–1
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178 T H I N  W I T H I N

Prayer
Lord, please fill my heart with thanksgiving. I want to praise You and

thank You for what You are doing in my body, mind, and spirit.

Sometimes I get so fixed on what I want instead of all You have done for

me that I lose sight of what a gracious and merciful God You are. Please

redirect my focus, Lord. Cause me to rejoice in all You have provided and

the fact that You desire to have fellowship with me at each and every

Medical Moment
The human body never ceases to amaze me—thousands of functions

communicating and interconnecting between dozens of complex operating
systems. And one of the most incredible aspects of the entire system is how
God designed the steady supply of fuel (sugar) that each cell needs for opti-
mal functioning. The food we ingest is broken down into absorbable com-
ponents—fatty acids from fats, amino acids from proteins, and simple sugar
from complex carbohydrates. Sugar is either used immediately, stored in the
liver as glycogen, or converted to fats for future use if the food supply is
insufficient. When there is no immediate supply of sugar, the liver glycogen
is released into the blood, and when that source is depleted, energy is
released from our fat deposits. (There is a one- or two-day supply of energy
in each pound of fat.) Two questions frequently arise in connection with
sugar—hypoglycemia and sugar addiction.

Hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) has been popularized in the lay press
as causing a variety of common symptoms such as fatigue, nervousness,
headache, and hunger. While hypoglycemia can occur, it is extremely
uncommon and can be accurately established only by a blood test. Most
of the symptoms ascribed to hypoglycemia are precipitated by other
events, not low blood sugar. As for sugar addiction, some people expe-
rience an intense craving for sweets, difficulty stopping eating sweets and
a variety of symptoms when sweets are not available. Sugar may be to
those people what is called a “trigger food.” Blood sugar levels do appar-
ently raise the level of serotonin in the brain, which may be the mecha-
nism for these situations, but it isn’t a true addiction in the sense that there
are no withdrawal symptoms (as in alcoholism) when sugar is not eaten.

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 17

Observations Day 17

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  E I G H T E E N

i

Bringing Honor to the Temple—
Building Godly Boundaries

LORD, you have assigned me my portion and my cup; 
You have made my lot secure.

The boundary lines have fallen for me in pleasant places;
surely I have a delightful inheritance.

—Psalm 16:5–6
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Your Success Story
Did you have any new insights while you were reading today? Please

record them below.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Verses to Ponder
Let us discern for ourselves what is right; let us learn together what is good

(Job 34:4).

The discerning heart seeks knowledge, but the mouth of a fool feeds on folly

(Proverbs 15:14).

My son, preserve sound judgment and discernment, do not let them out of

your sight (Proverbs 3:21).

Discretion will protect you, and understanding will guard you (Proverbs

2:11).

Prayer
Dear Lord, I’m so thankful that You want me to delight in the good foods

that You have created. I pray, Lord, that I will respond to the signals sent

to me by my body and that I won’t allow a dieting mentality to keep me

from a food that would be a whole-body pleaser. Lord, please give me

strength and discernment where food choices are concerned, and please

lead me by the power of Your Holy Spirit so that you can fill the empti-

ness in my soul with what would be pleasing to You. In Jesus’ name,

Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Rate your foods as either pleasers or teasers in your food log. You can

rate them from 0 (awful or total rejects) to 10 (fabulous).
✦ Continue using your Observations and Corrections Chart.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating when you choose to eat

or drink today.
✦ Use the Hunger Graph to keep track of your eating today.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 18

Observations Day 18

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time

Items/
Amount

Hunger #
after Eating

Rate:
Total Rejects (0)

Pleasers (10)
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 18

Thin Within Wisdom
There is a blessing in store when you wait for 0 and feed it with a pleaser!

Observations Day 18

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time

Items/
Amount

Hunger #
after Eating

Rate:
Total Rejects (0)

Pleasers (10)
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D A Y  N I N E T E E N

i

Opening the Prison Gates
Say to the captives, “Come out,” and to those in darkness, “Be free!”

They will feed beside the roads and find pasture on every barren hill.
They will neither hunger nor thirst,

nor will the desert heat or the sun beat upon them.
He who has compassion on them will

guide them and lead them beside springs of water.
I will turn all my mountains into roads, and my highways will be raised up.

—Isaiah 49:9–11
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Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log
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Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 19

Observations Day 19

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  T W E N T Y

i

Release of the Captives
Bear with each other 

and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another.
Forgive as the Lord forgave you.

—Colossians 3:13
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 20

Observations Day 20

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - O N E

i

Resisting No More
But for you who revere my name,

the sun of righteousness will rise with healing in its wings.
And you will go out and leap like calves released from the stall.

—Malachi 4:2
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It is our prayer that you persevered through that exercise and emerged truly

blessed for having done so. As we humbly come to God, seeking His pur-

poses and His plan, willing to be conformed to His character, we are per-

haps more “real” than ever before. We are putting to death daily the deeds

of the flesh, including the retaining of the false self or what Brennan

Manning calls “the impostor.” This is the person that we have presented to

the public to gain approval, because we felt the need to look as if we had it

all together.

According to Brennan Manning, “The impostor is attentive to the size,

shape, and color of the bandages that veil my nothingness. The false self

persuades me to be preoccupied with my weight. If I binge on a pint of

Häagen-Dazs peanut butter vanilla and the scale signals distress the follow-

ing morning, I am crestfallen. A beautiful day of sunshine beckons, but for

the self-absorbed impostor, the bloom is off the rose. The minor vanities

kidnap my attention away from the indwelling God and temporarily rob

me of the joy of God’s Holy Spirit. Yet the false self rationalizes my preoc-

cupation with my waistline and overall appearance and whispers, ‘A fat,

sloppy image will diminish your credibility in ministry.’ Cunning.”1

As Manning points out, our flesh can easily dupe us. Dressed in the trap-

pings of religious jargon, we try to justify our obsession with the outer man.

It is only in surrendering our inner will fully to the Lord that we can begin

to experience what it means to be authentic and live the holy life. Then we

will no longer feel the need to pretend to be someone other than who God

has made us to be. This is illustrated in figure 21-1.

This is what we mean by being thin within. It is authentically living on

the outside what is genuinely present on the inside. Our desire is to have a

heart in which Christ will dwell and be at home. As we allow Him to abide

there and resolve to keep nothing from Him, He makes us more like

Himself inside and out. The false or flesh life is crucified daily so that the

Christlike life may shine through.

Jonathan Edwards, a great man of God who radically influenced the spiri-

tual condition of the people early in our country’s history, counted the cost

of following our great God and King. Expressing his resolve to live set apart

for the Lord, he wrote:

I claim no right to myself—no right to this understanding, this will,

these affections that are in me; neither do I have any right to this

222 T H I N  W I T H I N
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What I Have Released
How I Felt 

about It at the Time
How I Feel 

about It Now
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Hunger Graph
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Hunger Graph
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Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 21

Observations Day 21

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - T W O

i

Confident of His Touch: Part 1
Be on your guard; 

stand firm in the faith; 
be men of courage; 

be strong.
Do everything in love.

—1 Corinthians 16:13–14
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We live by faith, not by sight (2 Corinthians 5:7).

In him and through faith in him we may approach God with freedom and

confidence (Ephesians 3:12).

Prayer
Dear Lord, thank You that You are always with me, sustaining my faith by

Your grace and by Your Holy Spirit. Lord, I pray that I will have a greater

desire not only to read Your Word but to allow it to be written on the tablet

of my heart. As I meditate on Scripture, cause it to satisfy my soul, I pray

that Your Holy Spirit will encourage me to walk in the confidence of who

I am in Christ and that I may continue making progress as You restore my

body, the temple in which You dwell. In Jesus’ precious name, Amen.

Medical Moment
Sadly Americans get far too little exercise. Our sedentary jobs, push-

button lives, and spectator recreational activities are major contributors to
the burgeoning of our weight. It is estimated that insufficient exercise is
linked to at least seventeen chronic diseases that cause 250,000 deaths
annually and cost $2 trillion to treat. It is extremely difficult to release
weight solely by exercising. The reason for this is the incredible efficiency
of the body. For a 125-pound person to lose one pound, he or she would
have to run for five hours, or bicycle for seven hours, or swim for seven
and a half hours, or jog for eight hours, or walk for fourteen hours. This
is unrealistic for most of us and something we don’t recommend.

The good news is that exercise is very good for us in a variety of
ways. It relieves stress, improves skin, increases bone density, and mus-
cle mass. Exercise gives us more energy and an increased sense of emo-
tional and psychological well-being. Exercise helps us determine our true
hunger signals and it is a marvelous adjunct for weight reduction when
you eat according to your God-given hunger-fullness sensations. We rec-
ommend the keys to conscious eating plus regular daily exercise (approx-
imately thirty minutes). Choose something that you enjoy doing so that
you will continue doing it. You will be thrilled with the ongoing results.

—Arthur Halliday, M.D.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 22

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Use some of the tools we covered today to begin to build your life in a

fresh way.

NOTES

1. Philip Yancey, Reaching for the Invisible God (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2000),
59.

2. Charles Stanley, Success God’s Way (Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas Nelson Publishers,
2000), 211–213.

Observations Day 22

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 22

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Use some of the tools we covered today to begin to build your life in a

fresh way.

NOTES

1. Philip Yancey, Reaching for the Invisible God (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2000),
59.

2. Charles Stanley, Success God’s Way (Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas Nelson Publishers,
2000), 211–213.

Observations Day 22

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - T H R E E
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Confident of His Touch: Part 2
Abram believed the LORD, and he credited it to him as righteousness.

—Genesis 15:6
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Negative Thoughts to Replace Positive Thought to Replace It

I can’t seem to stop at a 5 on 
the hunger scale. I am just a 
hopeless failure.

The hunger graph is a tool to 
help me to observe and correct. 
I will press on and pray for 
God’s power to equip me to 
observe and correct, to repent 
at those times when I am 
willful. I know I am not a 
hopeless failure. Today with 
Christ I will do it. Philippians 
4:13 

Your turn:
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It is important to maintain godly boundaries for the temple of God and the

indwelling Holy Spirit. All of His power and presence are available within

you to will and to act according to His good purpose (Philippians 2:13).

List some situations or circumstances in which you find yourself feeling

most harassed by the Enemy:

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

When these situations arise, refute the harassment of the Enemy with

this simple truth from 1 John 4:4:

You, dear children, are from God and have overcome them, because the one

who is in you is greater than the one who is in the world.

10. Remind yourself continually: “God is with me in this. He will never

leave me or forsake me.”1

In the garden of Eden the serpent’s primary weapon was the seed of

doubt that he carefully planted in Adam and Eve’s minds about the charac-

ter of God. But the truth is that God is faithful. He is “omnipresent,” mean-

ing that He is everywhere present and always with you. You can’t run away

from Him—even if you try.

Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your presence? If I

go up to the heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the depths, you are

there. If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea, even

there your hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me fast (Psalm

139:7–10).

Isn’t that reassuring? God will not abandon you as you wrestle with

issues of food and weight, even if you “fail” with 0 to 5 eating. He is still with

you, loving you, calling you to return to Him so He can wipe the tears from

your eyes and lead you down the path of His provision as you live the holy

life. When the enemy asks, “Where is your God?” resolutely declare, “He is

in the same place He has always been. He is right here with me.”

God has said, “Never will I leave you; never will I forsake you” (Hebrews

13:5b).

In figure 23-1, we have illustrated the characteristics of both paths. The

surest way to return to the path of God’s provision is by repentance. As we

observe, we identify the truth about our behavior and agree with God that a
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figure 23–1

Self Life

Path of My Performance

Legalism License

Produces False-Self • Self-Preoccupation • No Peace, Power, & Pardon • Immature Walk with God

Holy Life

Path of God’s Provision
Produces Authenticity • Worship & Praise • Peace, Power, & Pardon • Mature Walk

Canopy of Grace

My Will
My Ways

My Desires
Self-Confidence

Selfish Life

Repentance

Forgiveness

God’s Will
God’s Ways

God’s Desires
God’s Confidence
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ending. Return to Him, admitting your need for Him as He enfolds you in

His arms and cleanses your heart. In His mercy and grace, He restores a

right spirit within you (1 Peter 5:10).

In His Word the Lord has promised to remain with you and in you for-

ever.

You are now equipped and prepared to continue maintenance of your

body, God’s temple, long after our restoration project is complete. If you

apply these steps now, while the rebuilding is still under way, you will ulti-

mately realize a greatly reinforced foundation and framework for your

body, mind, and spirit.

Your Success Story
Did you have any new insights while you were reading today? Please

record them below.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Verses to Ponder
I love you, O LORD, my strength. The LORD is my rock, my fortress and my

deliverer; my God is my rock, in whom I take refuge. He is my shield and the

horn of my salvation, my stronghold (Psalm 18:1–2).

Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light for my path (Psalm 119:105).

For the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged

sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it

judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart (Hebrews 4:12).

Prayer
Dear Lord, thank You for all You supply as I continue with You on the

path of Your provision and restoration. I am so thankful that Your

strength equips me to persevere in the face of my own willful rebellion,

the lies from the Enemy, and the weakness of my own flesh. Thank You,

Lord, that I can confess my wrongdoing when I go my own way, repent,

and turn back to You. I praise You, Lord, that You are the restorer of my

soul and that You will help me surrender all to You so that I can experi-

ence the holy abundant life. In Jesus’ name, Amen.
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Hunger Graph
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 23

Observations Day 23

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - F O U R

i

To Run and Not Grow Weary
But those who hope in the LORD will renew their strength.

They will soar on wings like eagles; 
they will run and not grow weary,

they will walk and not be faint.
—Isaiah 40:31
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Verses to Ponder
Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you

will not grow weary and lose heart. In your struggle against sin, you have not

yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood (Hebrews 12:3–4).

For everything that was written in the past was written to teach us, so that

through endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have

hope (Romans 15:4).

For this reason, since the day we heard about you, we have not stopped pray-

ing for you and asking God to fill you with the knowledge of his will through

all spiritual wisdom and understanding. And we pray this in order that you

may live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every way: bearing

fruit in every good work, growing in the knowledge of God, being strengthened

with all power according to his glorious might so that you may have great

endurance and patience, and joyfully giving thanks to the Father, who has

qualified you to share in the inheritance of the saints in the kingdom of light.

For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the

kingdom of the Son he loves, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of

sins (Colossians 1:9–14).

Prayer
Lord, thank You that Your grace gives me the inspiration and strength to

endure. Help me to persevere toward the goals You have set before me. I

pray I will not abuse Your grace, Lord, but will allow it to mature me.

Give me patience to wait on You to feed me with the choicest of foods and

help me, Lord, to cling to You as I walk in the truth of who I am in Christ.

Help me surrender my will as I cling tenaciously to You. In Christ’s

name, Amen.

Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record what

you are thankful for.
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Hunger Graph
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 24

Observations Day 24

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - F I V E

i

Broadening Godly Boundaries
The day for building your walls will come,

the day for extending your boundaries.
—Micah 7:11
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - F I V E

i

Broadening Godly Boundaries
The day for building your walls will come,

the day for extending your boundaries.
—Micah 7:11

Acelebration is imminent! The day is coming when you will commemo-

rate the completion of your restoration project. Soon the work will be

done. It stands before us now, an accolade of the grace of God winding as a

banner of victory through our lives.

We have cooperated with our God to build upon His foundation of

truth, set with sturdy pylons of grace to the bedrock of Christ. Before we

halt the mallet and chisel, before we allow ourselves the privilege of resting

in the shade, let’s complete the tasks at hand. The day has come for us to be

sure that the wall is firmly set and the boundary stones placed according to

God’s direction. Let’s reaffirm that our city walls are fortified and that the

temple that resides within is secure from enemy assault.

During Day Eighteen we established some godly boundaries. We spoke

of Nehemiah, who established and maintained his personal boundaries

while respecting the boundaries of God.

As you refocus during these last five days on the goals set before you,

seeking to win the prize of the abundant holy life, you may have overlooked

some possible distractions that can come from within your “walls.” Family

and friends, perhaps unintentionally, can be one of the primary vehicles

through which we are tempted to abandon our boundaries. Those we live

with at home and those we spend time with at work, church, school, or in

our community can very easily tempt us away from conscious eating.

Have you already noticed this possible pitfall?

Let’s start with your immediate family. By now you have identified your

“whole-body pleasers” and have established your personal boundaries

regarding what and when you will eat. Believing that your body is trust-

worthy and capable of telling you what it needs no longer seems like an

unrealistic idea.
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If you have involved others in eating the Thin Within way, you have

undoubtedly learned that others have different pleasers and teasers than

you do. That doesn’t have to spell disaster. In fact it can be a chance to

broaden your own food boundaries. You may end up discovering some new

and exciting pleasers that you’ve never tried before. You can also inspire

your family members to make similar discoveries.

Today let’s consider occasions that involve eating with others.

Take Action
Eating the Thin Within Way with My Family Exercise

Think of a typical meal with your family. What obstacles may prevent

you or your family from following the keys to conscious eating? Record

these in the left-hand column. Don’t write the solutions quite yet.

In the activity on page 268 we have identified five common purposes for

eating at home. Feel free to add to that list any purposes you have for eat-

ing with your children, husband, roommate.

Potential Obstacles Creative Solutions

Every child has a different 
pleaser. 

My husband comes home and 
wants to eat and I’m not at a 0 yet. 
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Potential Obstacles Creative Solutions

Abundance of food.

Too many varieties to choose 
from.

Worry about what people will 
think of me if I eat too little or too 
much. 

Potluck
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i

Broadening Godly Boundaries
The day for building your walls will come,

the day for extending your boundaries.
—Micah 7:11

Acelebration is imminent! The day is coming when you will commemo-

rate the completion of your restoration project. Soon the work will be

done. It stands before us now, an accolade of the grace of God winding as a

banner of victory through our lives.

We have cooperated with our God to build upon His foundation of

truth, set with sturdy pylons of grace to the bedrock of Christ. Before we

halt the mallet and chisel, before we allow ourselves the privilege of resting

in the shade, let’s complete the tasks at hand. The day has come for us to be

sure that the wall is firmly set and the boundary stones placed according to

God’s direction. Let’s reaffirm that our city walls are fortified and that the

temple that resides within is secure from enemy assault.

During Day Eighteen we established some godly boundaries. We spoke

of Nehemiah, who established and maintained his personal boundaries

while respecting the boundaries of God.

As you refocus during these last five days on the goals set before you,

seeking to win the prize of the abundant holy life, you may have overlooked

some possible distractions that can come from within your “walls.” Family

and friends, perhaps unintentionally, can be one of the primary vehicles

through which we are tempted to abandon our boundaries. Those we live

with at home and those we spend time with at work, church, school, or in

our community can very easily tempt us away from conscious eating.

Have you already noticed this possible pitfall?

Let’s start with your immediate family. By now you have identified your

“whole-body pleasers” and have established your personal boundaries

regarding what and when you will eat. Believing that your body is trust-

worthy and capable of telling you what it needs no longer seems like an

unrealistic idea.
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If you have involved others in eating the Thin Within way, you have

undoubtedly learned that others have different pleasers and teasers than

you do. That doesn’t have to spell disaster. In fact it can be a chance to

broaden your own food boundaries. You may end up discovering some new

and exciting pleasers that you’ve never tried before. You can also inspire

your family members to make similar discoveries.

Today let’s consider occasions that involve eating with others.

Take Action
Eating the Thin Within Way with My Family Exercise

Think of a typical meal with your family. What obstacles may prevent

you or your family from following the keys to conscious eating? Record

these in the left-hand column. Don’t write the solutions quite yet.

In the activity on page 268 we have identified five common purposes for

eating at home. Feel free to add to that list any purposes you have for eat-

ing with your children, husband, roommate.

Potential Obstacles Creative Solutions

Every child has a different 
pleaser. 

My husband comes home and 
wants to eat and I’m not at a 0 yet. 
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Potential Obstacles Creative Solutions

Abundance of food.

Too many varieties to choose 
from.

Worry about what people will 
think of me if I eat too little or too 
much. 

Potluck
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Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log
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Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 25

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Maintain godly boundaries even when enjoying a social occasion to help

you reach and maintain your God-given natural size.

Observations Day 25

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - S I X

i

The Adventure of His Abundance
O God, you are my God, earnestly I seek you; 
my soul thirsts for you, my body longs for you,

in a dry and weary land where there is no water.
I have seen you in the sanctuary 

and beheld your power and your glory.
Because your love is better than life,

my lips will glorify you.
I will praise you as long as I live,

and in your name I will lift up my hands.
My soul will be satisfied as with the richest of foods.

With singing lips my mouth will praise you.
—Psalm 63:1–5
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recreational pursuits? Knowledge? Work? Movies or books? It is entirely

possible to satisfactorily resolve issues of food and eating and still not turn

to our Lord to satisfy the hunger of our hearts.

Let’s take a moment to contemplate and compare satisfaction and grati-

fication.

Satisfaction: This word can be applied to a heart that has been sustained

or a need that has been fulfilled by God’s provision. When the need no

longer cries out to be met and another does not rise up in its place, we are

satisfied. When our bodies call out for food, we have learned that this phys-

ical hunger can be satisfied with a small, fist-sized amount of food. Eating

what God provides when our body needs it will leave us physically satisfied.

Better still, our soul or heart hunger will be satisfied by constant fellowship

with our Creator.

Gratification: This word describes temporary or immediate pleasure. It

may be the candy bar that you thought would “feed a need.” When you fin-

ished, the burst of joy it gave you was only temporary. Even when we are

physically hungry, food can’t satisfy the needs of our hearts. There is some-

thing else that still cries out for satisfaction.

Satisfaction and gratification can perhaps best be compared side by side.

Figure 26-1 on page 280 illustrates the path of my performance, which is

a life of temporary gratification, and the path of God’s provision, which is a

life of sustained satisfaction as we find ourselves continuing to turn to God.

We can remain in a place of heart and soul satisfaction when we surren-

der our will, mind, emotions, unmet needs, and our bodies to our Heavenly

Father. Remaining on the path of God’s provision will allow for this bless-

ing to be ours! Isaiah declares:

Come, all you who are thirsty, come to the waters; and you, who have no

money, come, buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk without money and

without cost. Why spend money on what is not bread, and your labor on what

does not satisfy? Listen, listen to me, and eat what is good, and your soul will

delight in the richest of fare. Give ear and come to me; hear me that your soul

may live. I will make an everlasting covenant with you, my faithful love prom-

ised to David (Isaiah 55:1–3).

Our soul experiences satisfaction as we reflectively abide in Him and are

willing to be made mature. In seeking satisfaction we develop patience and

perseverance. We wait for our 0 with a knowledge that the spirit within will

have the final word.
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Satisfaction Gratification

1. Comes from within. It is a state

of the heart that is at peace with

our Maker. God’s ample provision

puts an end to a need and

provides sustained heart and soul

satisfaction.

1. Comes from outside of ourselves.

Anything that we seek to satisfy our

hungry hearts, that affords only

temporary pleasure. The need

remains. (Romans 13:14; Galatians

5:16)

2. Comes from a personal

relationship with a risen Christ

and a correct view of ourselves

through God’s eyes.

a. My body is the temple of the

Holy Spirit. I am not my own.

I was bought at a price.

(1 Corinthians 6:19–20)

b. Keeping our commitments by

the grace of God at work

within me. (Numbers 30:2)

c. Doing the best job we can do.

(1 Corinthians 10:31)

d. Be willing to surrender our will

and rights. (Philippians 3:2–8)

e. Pressing beyond our comfort

zone. Allowing God to use us

for His purposes. (Romans

9:20–21)

2. Comes from a temporary or

immediate pleasure. (2 Timothy

2:2–7)

a. Movies

b. Manicure

c. Food/drink

d. TV

e. Spectator sports

f. Shopping

g. Etc.

3. Earned by Christ and given to

us through Him. (Colossians

2:9–10)

3. Not earned. (Ephesians 2:3)
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figure 26–1
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Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record your

blessings.

Medical Moment
As theologians ask “how then shall we live?” gerontologists ask “how

long shall we then live?”—a question complicated by concerns we all
have about the infirmities to which we are subject as we age. The ide-
alized scenario of some is that we would remain healthy until age 120
and then die peacefully in our sleep. The following list is adapted from
the Tufts University Health letter of April 2001, to which we would add
a strong belief and faith in our Almighty God who loves each and every
one of us.

1. Sleep seven to eight hours per night.
2. Maintain optimum weight.
3. Exercise thirty minutes daily.
4. Avoid alcohol or limit consumption—to no more than one drink

daily for women, or two for men.
5. Avoid tobacco.
6. Eat breakfast when you reach your 0.
7. Avoid frequent snacking.
8. Never quit learning.
9. Stay socially connected.

10. Maintain optimism.

Long life to you! Good health to you and your household! And
good health to all that is yours!

—1 Samuel 25:6

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Hunger Graph

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Dare to relinquish or surrender anything that remains firmly in your

grip.

Thin Within Food Log
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Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record your

blessings.

Medical Moment
As theologians ask “how then shall we live?” gerontologists ask “how

long shall we then live?”—a question complicated by concerns we all
have about the infirmities to which we are subject as we age. The ide-
alized scenario of some is that we would remain healthy until age 120
and then die peacefully in our sleep. The following list is adapted from
the Tufts University Health letter of April 2001, to which we would add
a strong belief and faith in our Almighty God who loves each and every
one of us.

1. Sleep seven to eight hours per night.
2. Maintain optimum weight.
3. Exercise thirty minutes daily.
4. Avoid alcohol or limit consumption—to no more than one drink

daily for women, or two for men.
5. Avoid tobacco.
6. Eat breakfast when you reach your 0.
7. Avoid frequent snacking.
8. Never quit learning.
9. Stay socially connected.

10. Maintain optimism.

Long life to you! Good health to you and your household! And
good health to all that is yours!

—1 Samuel 25:6

—ARTHUR HALLIDAY, M.D.
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Hunger Graph

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Dare to relinquish or surrender anything that remains firmly in your

grip.

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Empty

Comfortable

Stuffed
Noon6 A.M. 6 P.M. Midnight
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 26

Observations Day 26

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 26

NOTES

1. A. W. Tozer, The Pursuit of God (Camp Hill, Pennsylvania: Christian Publications, Inc.,
1982), 17.

2. D. L. Moody.

Observations Day 26

1. I ate when my body 
was hungry. 

3. I ate when I was 
sitting. 

4. I ate when my body 
and mind were relaxed. 

5. I ate and drank the 
things my body enjoyed. 

6. I paid attention to my 
food while eating. 

7. I ate slowly, savoring 
each bite. 

8. I stopped before my 
body was full. 

2. I ate in a calm 
environment by 
reducing distractions. 
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - S E V E N

i

Complete in His Tenderness: Part 1
Turn my eyes away from worthless things;
preserve my life according to your word.

—Psalm 119:37
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Calendar



compared to your intimate fellowship with Him and your heart seeking

after Christ.

It is helpful to remember that sometimes Jesus left places in which He

ministered before He had healed all the people waiting to see Him, before

all who needed Him had been touched. Yet at the end of His earthly life,

Jesus prayed to the Father, “I have brought you glory on earth by completing

the work you gave me to do” (John 17:4). Some were still sick. Some were still

blind. But Jesus had done all He was called to do.

There will be times when we disappoint people by saying “no.” There will

always be a need for another nursery worker, another PTA volunteer,

another choir member, another car-pool driver. While you can remain

compassionate, prayerful, and ready to serve, always listen carefully for

God’s leading, refusing to be led into weariness by responding to the wrong

voices. Remember, His voice is the one that says, clearly, “Come . . . come . . .

I will give you rest . . .” Heeding His voice is not only “good” but “excellent”

in His eyes!

Reason #3: We rely on our own strength rather than God’s in doing

what He’s called us to do.

Even those things that God calls us to do, when done in our own strength,

can be exhausting. By contrast, if you are energized in your spirit by doing

it, chances are you are doing it in His strength.

At the present time, are there godly things you are doing in your own

strength? How could you begin to do them in His strength? Write your

thoughts and observations here.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Some people believe the “work of God” should be joyless drudgery. How

can that be? With Christ as our example, we quickly see that nothing could

be further from the truth. A life lived in the power of the Spirit, as illus-

trated in Day Four, is an abundant holy life. Life in Him is not free of chal-

lenges, but it exudes joy and peace. Jesus knew how to enjoy life and He has

called us to go in and out as we enjoy safe pastures (John 10:9b).

Prayerfully invite God to reveal those things in your upcoming schedule

that you are called to do relying on His strength. Now please rewrite your
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Calendar Rewrite



Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log
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Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Use the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record what

you are thankful for today.

Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 27

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Invite the Lord into your weariness and He will give you rest and peace.

NOTE

1. Our thanks to Bev Bradley for giving a devotional on this subject in Sacramento,
California. Much of what she shared in a thirty minute talk we have adapted for Days
Twenty-Seven and Twenty-Eight.

Observations Day 27

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - E I G H T

i

Complete In His Tenderness: Part 2
This is what the LORD says: 

“Stand at the crossroads and look; 
ask for the ancient paths, ask where the good way is,
and walk in it, and you will find rest for your souls.

But you said, ‘We will not walk in it.’”
—Jeremiah 6:16
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Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record what

you are thankful for today.

Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating

0
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10
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Stuffed
Noon6 A.M. 6 P.M. Midnight
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Success Tools
✦ Fill in the Hunger Graph.
✦ Fill in the Thin Within Food Log.
✦ Mark the Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart for today.
✦ Use the Thin Within Keys to Conscious Eating.
✦ Use the Gratitude List or your Thanksgiving Journal to record what

you are thankful for today.

Hunger Graph

Thin Within Food Log

Hunger #
before Eating Time Items/Amount

Hunger #
after Eating
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 28

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
To get back on the path of God’s provision, ask Him for wisdom. His way

will give you peace and rest. It is that easy!

NOTES

1. Harper’s Bible Dictionary, s.v. “yoke” (New York, New York: Harper and Row, 1985), 1153.
2. Beth Moore, Breaking Free Video Series, video session 7, 60 minutes, Lifeway, 1999.
3. ibid. Used by permission.
4. From “Resting in Christ” (tape number MGS-4A), by Charles R. Swindoll, copyright 1999.

Published by Insight for Living, Plano, TX 75026. All rights reserved. Used by permission.

Observations Day 28

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size

God designed you to be?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

10. Do you think you are aware of your body’s hunger and fullness signals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

Imagine that you had a fuel gauge for your stomach, much like that on a car,

which registered how empty or full you were: 

11. At what point on the gauge do you usually start eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

15. Anorexia Nervosa

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

16. Bulimia

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

17. Disliking my body

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem
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D A Y  T W E N T Y - N I N E

i

Remaining Steadfast in His Embrace
Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing,

but let us encourage one another—and all the more 
as you see the Day approaching.

—Hebrews 10:25
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We have learned that each of us is a temple of the Holy Spirit. But Paul

expands that concept in this passage from Ephesians. He explains that be-

lievers together comprise His temple. That is another reason it is important

for you to be involved in a Christian community of other people who love

and support you, as well as offer accountability and prayer.

There is a second observation we can glean from the Nehemiah 8:5–8

passage.

2. People prayed.

Throughout our journey we have encouraged you to talk to God. On

Day Fifteen we highlighted the value of conversing with God throughout

the day. Prayer is talking honestly to God and listening to Him as well. As

your Savior and Lord, He isn’t silent. He longs to hear your heart and to

minister to your soul.

3. People worshiped.

“A world can be set on fire by a heart set free.”1 It is our prayer that you

have been set free during the past twenty-eight days to live the surrendered

abundant life. When a person is set free, the only authentic response is to

fall down in worship. The Israelites who stood within the secured walls of

God’s city had known exile and now they knew freedom. They knew hard

work and they wanted to acknowledge God’s inspiration and provision.

Their response was eager, heart-felt worship. What are the differences

between everyday worship and the worship of those who find themselves

set free? The following points on authentic worship are adapted from a

message given by Pastor Greg Krieger at Bayside Church:

1. Authentic worshipers discover the true God.

If a person experiences the pardon, provision, presence, and power of

God in their lives, they have seen the true God. They acknowledge Him as

the Creator who cannot be understood fully by the created. He is God.

2. Authentic worshipers see themselves clearly.

When we capture a proper vision of perfection, we realize instantly that

we are far from perfect. Consider Nehemiah 8:9:

For all the people had been weeping as they listened to the words of the

Law.

As the people heard the law (or Torah) being read they began to weep.

They were aware of their own imperfection. Before holy God, authentic

worshipers see their unholiness and recognize their need of a God of grace.

3. Authentic worshipers experience absolute healing.
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Where I’ve Come From
On the following questions, circle the number that best applies: (We are 

starting at question number six because 1–5 are not comparative questions.)

6. How much of the time are you on a diet or sacrificing certain types of

foods?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

7. How frequently do you eat foods you really enjoy?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never
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8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size

God designed you to be?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

10. Do you think you are aware of your body’s hunger and fullness signals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

Imagine that you had a fuel gauge for your stomach, much like that on a car,

which registered how empty or full you were: 

11. At what point on the gauge do you usually start eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

15. Anorexia Nervosa

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

16. Bulimia

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

17. Disliking my body

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem
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8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?
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Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior
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Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently
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Serious Problem No Problem
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8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size

God designed you to be?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

10. Do you think you are aware of your body’s hunger and fullness signals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

Imagine that you had a fuel gauge for your stomach, much like that on a car,

which registered how empty or full you were: 

11. At what point on the gauge do you usually start eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

15. Anorexia Nervosa

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

16. Bulimia

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

17. Disliking my body

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem
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18. Thinking too much about food

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

19. Snacking (between meals or at night)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

20. Alcoholic beverages

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

21. Cigarettes

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

22. Feeling guilty about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

23. Not caring at all about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

24. Eating out of stress or boredom

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

25. Social eating (parties, restaurants)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

In general, how do you rate your life in the following areas?

26. Health

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Excellent

27. Energy level

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

28. Physical activity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Sedentary Extremely Active
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8. How often do you think of yourself as a thin person?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

9. Can you visualize or imagine yourself at your natural size—the size

God designed you to be?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

10. Do you think you are aware of your body’s hunger and fullness signals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Always Never

Imagine that you had a fuel gauge for your stomach, much like that on a car,

which registered how empty or full you were: 

11. At what point on the gauge do you usually start eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

12. At what point on the gauge do you usually stop eating?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Empty Comfy Stuffed

What are your current concerns? Rate each item listed below.

13. Spending too much time worrying about my weight or eating behavior

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

14. Weighing frequently

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Serious Problem No Problem

15. Anorexia Nervosa
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18. Thinking too much about food

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

19. Snacking (between meals or at night)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

20. Alcoholic beverages

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

21. Cigarettes

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

22. Feeling guilty about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

23. Not caring at all about what I eat

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

24. Eating out of stress or boredom

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

25. Social eating (parties, restaurants)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serious Problem No Problem

In general, how do you rate your life in the following areas?

26. Health

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Excellent

27. Energy level

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

28. Physical activity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Sedentary Extremely Active
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29. Productivity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

30. Job satisfaction (consider student or housewife as a job)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

31. Close relationships (friends)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

32. Family relationships

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

33. Sex life

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unsatisfying Very Satisfying

34. Ability to speak up for what I want

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Difficult Easy

35. Level of self-esteem

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High

✦ Now compare today’s answers with those on your first questionnaire

which will be found in the section called “Before You Begin.” When

you are finished, record your thoughts regarding the differences and

similarities that you observe. Ask God to give you insight to see where

healing and wholeness have taken place and where there is room for

improvement. Is yours a heart and a body that has been set free?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

✦ You have worked long and hard. You have steadfastly persevered

through trials, challenges, upheavals, joys, successes, and victories.

Take a moment to praise the Lord as the Israelites did for the way in

which He has worked. Write out your praise to Him here.
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Hunger Graph
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Thin Within Observations and Corrections Chart—Day 29

Gratitude List
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Thin Within Wisdom
Life is a wonderful journey. We continue to travel with the Lord as we

hold on to His hand and He leads the way.

NOTES

1. Information and ideas on worship were inspired by a sermon message given by Pastor
Greg Krieger in September, 2001, at Bayside Covenant Church in Granite Bay, California.

2. ibid.

Observations Day 29

1. I ate when my body
was hungry.

3. I ate when I was
sitting.

4. I ate when my body
and mind were relaxed.

5. I ate and drank the
things my body enjoyed.

6. I paid attention to my
food while eating.

7. I ate slowly, savoring
each bite.

8. I stopped before my
body was full.

2. I ate in a calm
environment by
reducing distractions.
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D A Y  T H I R T Y

i

Celebration!
Sing to the LORD a new song; sing to the LORD, all the earth.

Sing to the LORD, praise his name; proclaim his salvation day after day.
Declare his glory among the nations, his marvelous deeds among all peoples.

For great is the LORD and most worthy of praise; . . .
Splendor and majesty are before him;

strength and glory are in his sanctuary.
—Psalm 96:1–4a, 6
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i

Celebration!
Sing to the LORD a new song; sing to the LORD, all the earth.

Sing to the LORD, praise his name; proclaim his salvation day after day.
Declare his glory among the nations, his marvelous deeds among all peoples.

For great is the LORD and most worthy of praise; . . .
Splendor and majesty are before him;

strength and glory are in his sanctuary.
—Psalm 96:1–4a, 6

The sanctuary of our God now rises, splendid and majestic before His

eyes. With love He looks upon you, not because of what you have done

during our building process, but because He has determined, by His grace,

that it is to be so. His strength and glory emanate from you, His sanctuary,

His dwelling place on earth.

From a vantage point high atop the hill on which we have built, let us

take a look back over the path we have traveled. The road that stretched

before you on Day One as an endless trek marked by twisting turns and

daunting obstacles, now lays as vanquished ground. With God’s help you

have conquered the land. The giants that resided there proved no match for

your great God and Regal Warrior! 

Today your temple is built and firmly established, secure within the

restored and reinforced walls. Each reading of God’s Word acts as a watch-

man on those walls, as a sentry guarding and preserving your newfound

freedom. Your every prayer touches eternity, bridging the gap between

heaven and earth, touching the heart of God.

Today we celebrate together all that God has done in you and for you. His

grace continues to cascade over you, and His presence and power are guar-

anteed for the days ahead.

You will soon turn the last page of this book. We hope you will not con-

sider this the end but a new beginning. By God’s grace you are now pre-

pared in all seasons to give a reason for the hope that lies within you 

(1 Peter 3:15). In fact we pray that hope is revealed in your countenance and

that your face glows with the joy of new found freedom in the Lord.
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Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is free-

dom. And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are being

transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the

Lord, who is the Spirit (2 Corinthians 3:17–18).

Much of our journey together has been spent getting better acquainted

with the one with whom we travel. We have savored God’s word and have

spent time conversing with Him in prayer. We hope that throughout this

restoration process you have become more intimate with the Lover of your

soul.

Take Action
To see just how far you have come, we encourage you to once again com-

plete the “My Relationship with God and My Relationship with Myself”

Questionnaire. You first answered these questions on Day Two. It is our

prayer that the miles you have logged and the progress you have made on

our journey will be reflected in your new responses. (Please wait to compare

your two questionnaires until you have finished the second one.)

My Relationship with God and My Relationship with Myself
After the following questions, circle the number that best applies.

1. I am comfortable with myself and my personality.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

2. I am optimistic that I can change.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

3. I have a tendency to put myself down or to call myself names.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

4. I try to make others happy and to meet their expectations of me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

5. I derail my own goals.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always
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6. I am self-conscious.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

7. I feel I deserve to be put down by others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

8. My heart feels empty.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

9. God is pleased with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

10. I am angry at God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

11. I feel that God is angry with me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

12. God cares about how I feel.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

13. I feel that God is reliable and trustworthy in my life.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

14. I fear releasing my life completely to God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

15. God seems so distant.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

16. I think God cares about my body and food issues.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always
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17. I know God is there when I pray.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

18. I think God forgives me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

19. I feel that I can confide in God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

20. I am aware of how God sees me, and I live my life accordingly.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

21. I feel accepted and loved unconditionally by God.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

22. I enjoy experiencing God’s presence when I pray.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

Now comes the best part. Compare this survey with the one that you

took on Day Two. Note the similarities and differences.
✦ How has your view of yourself changed since you began this journey?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

✦ How has your view of God changed since you began this journey?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

✦ List below anything that you have learned or ways in which you have

grown in the past thirty days, i.e., anything that you have not men-

tioned in the spaces above.

___________________________________________________________
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17. I know God is there when I pray.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

18. I think God forgives me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Never Always

19. I feel that I can confide in God.
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Never Always

20. I am aware of how God sees me, and I live my life accordingly.
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Never Always

22. I enjoy experiencing God’s presence when I pray.
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Never Always

Now comes the best part. Compare this survey with the one that you

took on Day Two. Note the similarities and differences.
✦ How has your view of yourself changed since you began this journey?

___________________________________________________________
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✦ How has your view of God changed since you began this journey?
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✦ List below anything that you have learned or ways in which you have

grown in the past thirty days, i.e., anything that you have not men-

tioned in the spaces above.
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